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1. My informant was I myself, that is, a.mi alienated America:m 

first...;year graduate student, typically poverty-stricken and under

fed. I will outline my eliciting procedure giv::ing resul1t;s cmly 

where they exist. The probllem was t:o determine the principles 

my informant uses in selectin#which cloth-es t:o wear {f:rom his 

immense wardroh.e) in various situations. The informant was able 

t.o distinguish situations for which he ha'hot the proper clothes, 

situations for which he knew not the pro~ r clothes, and clothes 

for which he knew no proper situations. On.e fact which, emerged from, 

the investigation was that, far from situations determind.:n-g 

clmthes, t:o a very large extent clothes determine situations. 
was used 

The following initial set of questions JERXdk&XWBll!B:U:Klmnt: 

1. What kinds of• clothes are there? (Th:e answer, Which we 
only summarize, gave types in order of donnin,g o:il'.' this 
olB!der :/underwear7,J,shirts/, /pants/, /socks/, /belts/, 
/sweaters/, /shoes , and many ·more). . 

2. What kinds of •underwear' (etc. etc.) are there? 

3. What clothes do you have'? (A finite, if not sma.11, list.) 

4:. What ~a.des of clothes are there? ( This subtle linguistic 
subte:rfuge revealed a long list of d-. special terms re
lating to 1 fom.rnality 1 :;formal/ {utt:e:xXD .. "whit.e tie", 
"tails"), /semi-formal (''smoking", •• ) , /informal/, ;i1.ui:t: 
/coatandtie/ (''dining hallll), /scJtoolclothes/, /sundaybest/, 
/birthdaysui t/, /sweatsui t/, ... ) 

It was decided to restrict attention to the items of clothing which 

the informant could actually present. We thus sidestepped clothes 

which a.re recognized a.s appropriate in situations in. which our 

informant would never find himself. (Contingency rules were ob

tainable and will be suggested later.) The result of the questions, 

combined with the results of the next section, yield a list of 

the discrete types of clothing possessed by the informant classified 
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by type and graded within each type. 

2. It became apparent in q-a.estioning that certain regularities 

could be formalized between different types of clothes. Hence, 

the pants known a.s 'suit pan ts• can be worn only with •suit; 

jacket•, and 'belt' is used only in conjunction wi,th certain, 

examples of pants~ Similarly, the item •sweater• or •outer coat• 

was used only under cold weather conditions, as •sandals• uw:,am 

were worn only in warm weather. 'Shoes• and 'boo)ts' were always 

a.ccompa.nied by •socks.' Eliminating weather conditions as a factor, 

and collapsi:m.g elothing types which are uniformly predictable 

(egg.,, shoe--~ socks), we were able to arrive at the following 

'phraf3e structure' description, by type,·of outfits. 

i 

ii 
iii. 
iv 
Ve. 

v:i. 
V,ii 

outfit --➔ ( elothing ) 

Clothing --~ Underwear (Outers) 
Outers --~ Bottoms (Uppers) 
Uppers -•)- rShirt (Jacket) {Tie) 
Footwear --';,,. Ssho e J . 

(Parentheses in&icate 
optional items) 

(Foo)twear) 

l)3oo:IJ;J 
Underwear--), List (For our informant: underpants) 
Bottoms --";;> List (might include shorts, bathing trucks, as 

we11 as pants) 
viii Shirt --,

etc. etc. 
List 

These rules indica.te merely how items of clothing may be combined 

to form legitimate outfits. (Hence, for example, an outfit consisting 

of underwear, pants, and a ntt jacket withoUJt a shirt would not 

be legitimate.) T[b:e descriptions~u generated by these 

rules will not, of course, necessarily be •normal'; we have no 

specification about the appropriateness, e.g., of bathing· trucks 

together with tweed jackets, an.d outfits may be bizarre. What 

becomes apparent from the examples is that for our gradually aon

tra.cting system, the clothing categories to deai:~ with explicitly 

a.re: Bottoms, Shirts, Jacket ( + Tie), & Footwear. At least, these 
. -
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are the categories which we wilJL concentrate on for expansion. 

3. . Isolating the four categories o.f clothing may be done by 

asking, of 1, displayed corpus of apparel, :tk:.e: which of the items 

can be arranged first into type and then graded. Underwear is 

not a graded item. (Informant notes that for some, especially ~ ~. 
0
ietr JplLJ 

// t)~vf'Jt. 
promiscuous bachelors, the state of one's, underwear might be f1o}.r~ ~ 
more crucial.) Informant wanted t:o rate (grade) his clothes by 14-ft1 

the general m::un characteristics "good clothes", "crappy clothes," 

and these which were neither one nor the other. The inventory so 

CCDJCHm::i::.m. ordered ( eliminating duplicated items) is giv;en below; 

Pants (Bottoms) 

Suit pants 
Brown Pants 
Gre;r Pants 

luroy i,an-fis ~ 
'tfeY·~.Aje~amvbtr .. 

·( 

Old blue jeans 
ff{lle-fi1led hW(.d~.s 

Jackets (±Tie) 

Suit Je.cket + Tie 
Tweed Jacket + Tie 
Ja:gx£:lim:~ 

(No jacket) 

Shirts 

White shirt. 
Blue shirt: 
Flower-power shirt:. 
Cowboy shirt 
Itch;r li~ht sweater 
Mexican-peso shirt 
sweatshirt 
---- ( No sh:i.!' t) 

Footwear 

Good Shoes 
Regular shoes 
Cruda.y regular shoes 
CoWbO,l bOCl>:ts 
Tennis shoes 
---- (No shoes) 

Table 1. 

The items abov..e the first lin.e are graded as '&1Dd'1
; those below 

the bottom line arecgraded as •crappy.• Note that in: the cate

gory Jackets, there are only items in the •gpod 1 grade. 

This list of clothest we repeat, is not exhaustive. Our informant; 

loca.ted these items as the ones which participated ±K:t:Ql in the 

variation which governs the acceptability of different composite 

outfits in different situations. 

4. To understand the informant's intuitions a.bourti; how si tua.tions 
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govern outfits, or are related to •good' and •crappy' clothes, 

fie asked questions like: what is a clear case when you would be 

apt to wear •goo:d' clothes; or •crappy' ones? The infinite (or 

potentially infinite?) set of au situations indicated that there 

were rules, perhaps extension rules:rp. which, allowed particular 

cases to count as evidence for wee.ring 'good' or •crappy' clothes 

in the unclear situations. Or, alternatively, there may just be 

cases where there is no way to decide. By a process of listing 

and generalizing we ar1dved at the following l.ists. It is impor

ta.nt to note that the informant has given cases where: "it would 

clearly be appropriate to wear good (crappy) clothes." Border

cases are hopefully excluded, though exceptions are possible (and 

will presumably be handled by the contingency rules below.) The 
. · . . ,f adaefclwite 

lists are open-ended, as, evidently, are the operatio~rn2se_ · 

Table 2: Good and crappy clothes situations 

Good 
Events in Churches 
Institutional Event:s in 

the .Arts 
Invited Social Events 
Business dealings in an; 

office 

era~ 
Relaxation or work in 
Repair work outsid@ 
Sport (participation) 
Travelling 
• • • • • 

Visiting in 'Dress-up' Citied 
• • • 

Brouse 

On the •good' side tb.e informant includes weddings, cone erts, 

going to dinner, asking for. bank loans, and wallting a.round New 

York. Informant points out that much more structured standards 

exist for some (look im .Amy Vanderbilt, insti tutions.lized experts, 

fasliion ma.gs), but that given the limitations of his own 'role,, 

the most rea.liztic model is given by clearly •g.oo.d• situations, 

clearly •crappy' ones, and in:-between ones With, varying degrees 

of 'goodness• determined by contingency r.ules, to which we proceed. 
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5. Aca:ording to the model we have d.ev,eloped so far, certain 

broadly defined situations tend jJ:o suggest certain broadly def'in.ed 

articles of clothing. Tha:re is no suggestion, so far, of tp.e 

possible variations and modifications that: are possible at the 

level ![»f the outfit. One broad sort of modification from an 

initial conglomeration of garments may mu. brought about by 

weather conditions. We did not quiz ou::r informant on the full 

complexity of I dressing ll£H~i: warmly'' etc., but concentrated 

on the special effect's of weather conditions on our basic 

clothing categories. Hence, we determined that cold weather of.ten: 

implies donning a heavy sweater, and that warm weather qui t:e 

often means shedding shoes or boots for sandals. But:, our in-

formant insisted, nedlther of these --- sweater or sandal --- was 

:possible with a suit ensemble. Weather modifications which, would 

not imply special constructions i:l!::bm:11 include the donning of 

1:;~ special outerwear: heavycoats, raincoats. ( Informant notes that 
i \ \ 

,1,-Jt~~ though we can explain his dressing principles simply by som.e 

p>..- ~~;rough rule about putting on a ·raincoat ( overcoat) whenever it• s 

~~6~~0 
raining (i: cold), for some segments oft tb:,e population who h.t=a:Y_e 

),\(ll"' 

more than· one overcoat, other choice elements are present; i]l}-

formant is not aware of guiding•prin9iples in such affluent cases.) 

We will jote such clothing changes only as regularities contingenrtt: 

upon weather. (In a similar way we sh:all assume that eacit ca'fi';e

gory of clothing is in principle able to have warmer or lighter 
/\s 

members at mm: any one line. in.1 Table 1 .• He. nc e, .there may be botllt. ~ 
} u.,., /t1' o:\. /.,J,t dt.1 c,,1pr&crn 11-fl'M vwifkl- "'-'-rK 

long and short sleeved 11 blue sh:d.rts 11 )- vt.'1 cfl"t'l'l'l'i,,8~'1 ~ "'1' 1"14A 1!.=l! • .tuv-c. 

The major sort of modification that takes place inrdjusting 

an entire outfit, according, to our informant, is not: explained by 
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postulating equivalence classes of outfits and mov:,ing rela.tiv:e-

ly freely betweem1 members of classes. Rather, one has impliiiri ii: 

principles according to which a slight (or rather majo:b) revisioli.ll 

of certain1 12a.rts of~ an, outfit will effectively upgrade Oll' downgrade 

the whole outfit on some sc.ale of 'g.oodness • to 'crappyness.' 

Thus, by a process of comparing and grading different combinations 

of elements '(genenrted by our first provisional grammar) we 

located the following principles. 

1. The easiest way t.o upgrade an outfit lllllBJUm:: is accomplished 
by adding a jacket (plus or minus a tie: adding a tie 
is an improving adjustment.) 

2. Given such changes, an improvement. could be eff.ected by 
improving the pants (just moving up the scale). 

3. Improving the shirt only is useful in upfra.dinig an; 
entire outfit given that a.11 possible improvements in 
the above areas short of putting on a suit have been made. 

ThE,: case .of the suit must be treated with especial care, since 

it b presupposes a unique combination of items, namely suit 

pants and jacket, white shirt and tie, with good shoes. 2Xx:s 

Furthermore, the suit elements and the goa::d shoes appear only 

in this context: we can, in our explicit f'ormulation, thus colllapse 

the complex description into just 'suit:•, meaning here the uniwu:e 

c.onstellation mentioned. 

6. It rema.ins to mention the principles which guide this last 

sort of modification before we specify the model in all its 

formaliity. The informant gave examples of the special circumstances 

under which li:e might modify (upgrade or downgrade) an outfit;. 

We have generalized our JU principles from these examples, taking 

as basic categories the circumstances which produce a particular 

degree of modification. (I.e., we tried to build a category of· 
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upgrading, etc.) Examples of' the sort of' statement made follow: 

When my parents come I dress better. 
Sometimes I go to class I p:t:xmcc:mDtBimms r select old 

rather than new bluejeans because they are a li tt;le 
crappier and come closer to projecting the accepted 
careless image prevalent among my su"Peosed f'riends. 

If' I want to have a ~SJBlltXX certain influenee among 
•re~ctable people' I normally am; slightly more careful 
(Q: better?) •• yes, in my dressing. 

From questioning it emerfged that the informant had a dif'f'erent 

outf'i t which:7 might best be called a •costume' --- namely llt!P! 

cowboy shirt, old bluejeans and cowboy boo:ts used to ~Y f'olk, 

music. This turned out to be the only context in which cowboy 

boots m~K actually ocaur (they hurt the f'eet.:: otherwise). We 

thus collapsed tliis constellation into the single unit 'costume• 

and revised the b list of shoes or foo,twear a.s follows. 

Foo:twea:r 

Itegu.lar shoes 
1:1egµIar shoes 
Tennis shoes 
---- (no shoes) 

(That is, in the grades of 'good• 
and •indiff'erent• regular shoes are 
offered. In it.he special cases of' •suit' 
or 'costume•, the appropriate foot
wear is included in the whole constel
latio:m.) 

The major BU:txd. categories of' extenuating circumstances 

emerfged tentat.ively in the following f'orni: 

1. Impose 'cost'Uilft in any folkmusic role. 
I 

2. Upgrade severely in1 situations .involv;ing elder in. posi-
tion of' authpri ty (parent, professor, etc ••• ) who is ap1l 
to be exercising that authority. ( Gett .. ing this to be explicit. 
obviously in-wolves DBI.!{ :principles af wide operation: in1 
the culture.) 

3. Upgrade¢ slightly in presence of general elders and non
friend or conservative peers. 

4-. Downgrade slightly in presence off tolerant peers or 
f'riends. ( This si tua.tion would be qualitatively different:; 
If' I were able to wear mod clothes. The informant's closest:; 
approximation to the world of faslh.ion comes with dressing 
badly, i.e., crappily.) · 
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These principles are all.L modified slightly by; unconscious feelin,gs 

of formality of general sloppiness which, must be personal. Sim

ilarly, all these principles are subject to the general sta.te of' 

mind whicl:11 determines whether the informant wants to influ.ence 

the people in question :tia,vorably:: or unfavorably. In the la.tt;er 

cases the direction of •grading' will presumably be reversed (though 

perhaps modified slightly). 

7. We now proceed to show, by flowchart, the dres.sing principles 

uncovered on the modest scale towhich we have been reduced. It; 

is wortg noting that what we give below is a 'dressing model~ 1 

That is,. we do not gi v::e a model by Which one cho0.ses a particular 

full outfit according to a typology of situations. Rather we 

present the model by which informant creates and modifies a. 

uniform, showing the sort of decision problem he :faces at eacli1 

juncture. Tables 1 and 2 are used by the flowchari:I: as sources of 

information for making some decisions as indicated. 
A-(JO 

lfor t;r;;;;emf)l.e, the question: of' whether one can 'Upgra.de 1 

an item, like pant:s asks whether it. is possible to move upwards 

%HXtPXJU%:S:1C,•••iixta:ua::xJcz. on a scale of :pants according 1:io 

'goodness.' The tables t.o giv..e upgrading an:d downgrading are 

shown here: 

Pants 

Brown Pants 
Grey pants 
Corduroy :pants 
Blue jeans (unspec.) 

lffllm 
RlQpIX:HXXJl3XlJWI 

Shirts 

White shirt 
Blue shirt 
Flower-shirt. 
Cowboy shirt 
Light sweat er 
Mexican shirt 
Sweatshirt 

Jacket.a 

Tweed Jacket: 
---- (no jacket) 

(!no For our purposes, if an item is not found on a list here it· 

is neither possible to upgBa.de or downgrade it. (Old and new blue-
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jeans are considered to be b:luejea.ns.) Also, e.g., it is not 

possible to upgra.de the highest element on, a list or downgrade 

the lowest. To upgrade an! element means to substitute for it; 

the next element in the list above, and similarly for downgrading. 

These tables were obtained from the informant by askim:g whether, 

e.g., it impn,n,ves one's outfit by keeping pants and ja.cket; con:,:

stant and switching a blue shirt for a :fXI.!CB% flower-power shirt. 

Notes on the diagrams: (numbers refer to boxes labelled) 

1) Decision involves knowing whether I'/ will. be going out-
side the house, or seeing anyone but wife: i.e., whether 
or not it is ne'c essary to put pants om. 

2. This subroutine merely picks the correct sort of clothing 
of then:i:ddicated grade out of the drawer. 

3) "Modifier" is the name of a number which scales, roughly, 
the strength of extenuating circumstances whih tend towards 
formality. 

4) This decision involves choosing whether or not the situa
tion Will be one in whiclill. the extenuating tendencies will 
be followed arr delib.erately.bucked: i.e., whether I will 
have elder authority respect me or get a bad impression. 

5:) This decision allows us to up- or downgra.de the outfit 
according !b;o the strength of extenua,ting circumstances. 
Only possible values for Modifier are -1, O, +1, +2. ' 

We ma.y now give the flowdiagram, which contains certain idealized 

principles by which we can IEl.1l.DXlltG reconstruct the process of 

deciding on an outfit of clothes given certain knowledge of 

situations to be entered and given the arrays of informa.tion shown 

in Tables :Ix l & 2, plus the grading scale of p. 8. 
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g. We will conclu.<le with som.e general com:men.te abou.t this 

approach as opposed to others. We did not attempt to classify 

outfits by equivalence class and to give an exhaustive (or even 

partial) categorization of situations. For the role in question 

(our informant's) there are relatively limited numbers¢ of major 

d outfit sorts. Rather, the situation is best expressed by the 

implicit variations which effect the over-all gra~ing of outfits. 

Similarly, the exa,ct standards for dress in a wide range of si tua

tions are culturally determined only weakly: special circumstances 

induce one (with some regularity) to improve of crap up the 

outfit that one vdll wear. There are certain absolutes: the 

suit outfit, for example. But as far as the categoriza.tion of 

situations is concerned, regularities seems best expressed by a 

weak classification by •ciearl;'t good.' and 'clearly crappy' clothes 

called for. 

The system could be further formalized (i.e., by showing 

an explicit sequence of outfits varying individual items and 

showing grading). And there is possible quarrel with the inclusion 

\') 

'\. 

\ 
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of variables (decmons) like "how do I feel: more formal, or sloppier?" 

The rationale for including such a decision is that by doing so 

we can show its subordinate place to certain, more or less speci

fiable conditions, which govern, cultural appropriateness. Hence, 

this decision becomes opera·ble only after one has considered the 

relevant aspects of a si tuat:ion which is expected. 

The system easily lends itself to expansion by specifying 

situations better and to the following added complexity, 

1) What principles govern: mid-stream changing of outfit, i.e., 
to adapt oneself to changing situation (loosening tie, etc.) 

2) How do new clothes fit into a pre-existing scheme? 
3) .Are there other grading schemes which rate, e.g., color. 


